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05.08.2015

On 05.08.2015 at 0840 hrs, Police Control Room announcement was made
on all channels regarding stolen Pulsar Motor Cycle No. CH-01AS-6094 from
near H.No. 3224, Sector 25, Chandigarh. In this regard, a case FIR No. 330,
U/S 379 IPC was registered in PS-11, Chandigarh on the complaint of Ashok
Kumar R/o # 3224, Sector 25, Chandigarh. At about 1024 hrs PCR vehicle
Echo-10, staff showing their alertness nabbed one accused namely Narinder
@ Ajay R/o # 2584, Sector 24, Chandigarh age 23 years who was driving said
stolen motor cycle near Navodya Vidyalaya, Sector 25, Chandigarh

2.

08.09.2016

On the intervening night of 08-09-2016, at about 00:33 hrs, 4/5 occupants of
one Motor Cycle tried to snatch a mobile from a public person near furniture
market chowk, sector-34 and later on again at 01:25 hrs, the same boys tried
to snatch a purse from a doctor near Gate No. 3, GMCH, Sector-32, but
were unsuccessful. A message was flashed on all nets repeatedly from the
Control Room to catch these boys and was also conveyed to the night
checking officers. Later at 01:36 hrs, a PCR vehicle (Sugar-13), informed that
4/5 occupants of one motor cycle are being chased by them near Dev
Samaj College, Sec.45, Chandigarh. Three boys soon abandoned the
motorcycle and managed to escape under the cover of darkness but the
PCR staff was able to apprehend one of them namely Vijay, r/o Kumhar
Mohalla, Village Burail, Chandigarh along with Motor cycle No. CH-04-H9329 caught by them on the spot, after giving him chase. They were the
same boys, who had attempted the snatching at sector-34 and at sector-32.
Due to the sincere efforts and vigil of the PCR staff and of the
Communication Wing, the said snatcher was nabbed. He has revealed the
names & addresses of his accomplices.
A case has been registered in PS-34 and investigation has been taken up.
Efforts are being made to apprehend the boys who are on the run.
It is significant that this apprehension has been done by an all female staff
PCR Van. Both lady constables, Nirmal, No.430/CP, Sunita, No. 2557/CP, the
driver of the van Volunteer Avtar No. 613/CHG and staff of Police control
Room, Sl Nand Lal, Duty Officer, Ct. Rahul, No. 3414/CP (wireless operator)
who persistently flashed the details of the snatcher, have been awarded
Commendation Certificate Class-I alongwith cash reward of Rs. 1000/- each
by the officiating IGP Sh. A.S. Cheema.

3.

12.09.2018

Lost purse safely handed over to its owner by Constable of Chandigarh
Police
On 12.09.2018, Constable Karan Singh No.5144/CP, presently posted in PCR
unit, while on the way to resume his duties at Cheetah motorcycle at PCR
office, Police Lines, Sector-26, Chandigarh. While he reached near Shivalik
Garden, Manimajra, he found an unclaimed bag on road. On this, he informed to
Police Control Room and Echo-36 vehicle reached on the spot. Constbale Karan
Singh handed over the bag to PCR Echo-36 vehicle officials. During the
checking of the unclaimed bag, they found Rs.2500/-, one I-phone, Identity

card, ATM and some important documents. After sometime a lady namely
Geeta Bhatia R/o # 206/2, PWT, Manimajra, Chandigarh came there in search
of her missing bag. Police officials met with said lady and she claimed the
missing bag. After verifying the facts they handed over the bag to her. She
thanked to Constable Karan Singh of Chandigarh Police for showing his honesty
and commendable job. She appreciated Chandigarh Police for honesty and
sincerity.
4.

03.11.2018

Visit of School Students in Police Control Room during Police Week-2018
On 03.11.2018, during the Police Week-2018 of Chandigarh Police, about 94
students of Government Girls High School Sector-20 and British School
Sector-44 along with their faculty visited at Police Control Room, PHqrs
Sector-9, Chandigarh. The students were shown the practical working of Police
Control Room and were asked to use Dial-100 frequently when even they found
anything wrong surrounding them, so that the victims can be provided police
assistance in a short span of time. They were sensitized that it’s not
mandatory to disclose their identity while giving the information of crime
occurring surrounding them.
Sh. Roshan Lal, SP/Communication briefed them in detail about the
practical working of Police Control Room, Mobile Police Control Room and PCR
vehicles. After the visit, Sh. Milind Mahadeo Dumbere, SSP/HQrs addressed
them and gave more tips about the working of GPS based dial-100 system,
Women Helpline No.1091 and Senior Citizen Helpline No.1090.
Further
SSP/HQrs encouraged them to frequently use police helpline numbers while in
distress or if they feel the matter is related with Police.

5.

28.11.2018

Visit of students at Control Room under Student Exchange Programme
Under the student Exchange Programme, a Contingent of 100 students
(Boys only) and 10 teachers (male) of Manasab Sainik School, J&K was visited
at Police Control Room, Chandigarh. The students were shown the practical
working of GPS based dial-100 system of Police Control Room.
Sh. Roshan Lal, SP/Communication, also briefed them in detail about
the working of Police Control Room and answered their queries. They were also
suggested to frequently use police helpline numbers 100 while in distress or if
they observe any wrong surrounding them in routine life.

6.

05.04.2019

Snatcher arrested by PCR Staff
PCR staff i.e. AMB-25, In Charge SI Jasbir Singh and Dvr Vol. Parkash
Singh Negi 702/CHG were on patrolling in the jurisdiction of PS-26 near park
CRB School Sec-7 Chandigarh and in the meantime one lady along with a man
came to him and informed that one unknown person is roaming in the park who
suspected to be suspicious as he is looking alike person who snatched her ear
ring on 2.4.19. On this information he stopped that unknown person near sports
complex and asked for his identification. Who immediately started scuffle with
him but he was shortly over powered by him with the help of PCR van driver.

7.

09.04.2019

8.

09.05.2019

During scuffle the person also tried to run away after giving bite on his left
arm. He informed control room and HC Balbir Singh 2965/CP (EO) reached at
the spot. That unknown person has been identified as Avdesh Tiwari S/o Malik
Ram Tiwari R/o # Tiwaripurva PS- Khraghupur Distt- Gonda UP. The medical
examination of SI Jasbir Singh 1176/CHG has been got conducted from
GMSH-16 Chandigarh. After verification/interrogation a case FIR No. 75
dated 5.4.19 U/s 332,353,186,323 IPC has been registered against Avdesh
Tiwari. Accordingly, accused Avdesh Tiwari S/o Malik Ram Tiwari has been
arrested. The investigation is in progress.
During interrogation accused Avdesh Tiwari S/o Malik Ram Tiwari
disclosed that on 2.4.2019 he has snatched the ear ring of a lady from park
near CRB Public School. A case FIR No. 74 dated 2.4.19 U/s 379, 356 IPC PS
26 found registered in this regard. Investigation is in progress.
Robbers rounded up by PCR vehicle
On intervening night of 8/9-4-2019, Sh. Suresh Thapa S/o Sh. Dadi Ram Thapa
R/O # 65 Village Kishangarh, Chandigarh was robbed by some miscreants, while
he was going to his home to Village Kishangarh, when he reached at Chandigarh
Golf Turn an Auto Rickshaw immediately came in front of him. The persons
boarding in the auto rickshaw came down and scuffled with him and robbed
purse from his pocket containing Rs-650/-, AADHAR Card and PAN Card from
him and fled away from the spot. He noticed the number of auto as CH-111-(T)
2951. Accordingly, a case FIR No. 86 dated 9.4.2019 U/s 394, 34 IPC PS-26
Chandigarh has been registered. Immediately, the wireless message flashed to
all PCR vehicles as well as night patrolling parties regarding the incident. Later
on PCR Vehicle Echo-2, PS- North rounded up the said Auto Rickshaw CH-111(T) 2951 and apprehended. Accordingly, Pintu S/o Juglar age -23 yrs and Amit
Gautam S/o Sh. Shiv Kumar 22 yrs and Deshraj S/o Raghnandan R/o Hardoi 23
yrs have been arrested by investigating officer of PS-26.
Snatcher arrested
On 9.5.2019, Chandigarh police has achieved a success by arresting one
accused namely Ravi Kant Sharma S/o Arjun Sharma # 1613/A, EWS colony,
Dhanas, Chandigarh age 22 years who found involved in robbery case.
On 9.5.19, the complainant Ravi Kumar S/o Jaspal R/o Building near beat box
Village Hallo Majra UT Chandigarh reported that at 4.20 AM he alongwith
friends namely Anil Kumar, Sushil Kumar and Nikhil were coming in Sector-17,
Chandigarh for some work. After that, when they were going to Sector-17, Bus
Stand Chowk towards Aroma on foot and they were taking rest in the park of
Sector-21 Chandigarh, Suddenly, three boys came on white colour Activa
Scooter. Out of them, one boy robbed mobile phone on the knife point. The two
culprits extracted Rs 400/- from the pent of his friend Nikhil. He inform to
PCR van stationed near Bus Stand Chowk, Sec-17, Chandigarh. Two boys
managed to escape from the spot and one boy namely Ravi Kant as above was
apprehended by PCR staff with Activa No-PB65(T)10265 involved in the crime.
The robbed amount has been recovered from the possession of Ravi Kant.
Today, accused Ravi Kant Sharma has produced before the Hon’ble court and
two days police custody has been obtained from the court. Further

9.

11.08.2019

interrogation of the accused is being conducted.
From the interrogation of accused and scrutinized, the record,
accused Ravi Kant Sharma is not having any criminal record, but other
associates are having the criminal record. The raids are being conducted to nab
the other accused.
In view of forthcoming Independence Day and for the prevention & detection
of crime, senior officer’s of Chandigarh Police has directed the PCR Unit to
launch a special drive in the name of ROKO-TOKO from 01.07.2019 to till date.
During
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27.08.2019
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Beside this PCR Vehicles has attended total spot in number 11199 and also
found dark spot area’s in number 549 in UT Area Chandigarh. ROKO TOKO
drive is going on.
MISSING BOY TRACED
At about 12.42 AM on dated 27.08.2019, a message received from control room
regarding a missing boy from H. No. 944 Deep Complex Hello Majra, PCR
Vehicle Sugar-03 of PS-31 visited the spot. On the spot PCR Vehicle staff met
the complainant namely Smt. Reena R/o # 944 Deep Complex Hallo Majra
mother of missing child who told that her son namely Rahul Kumar age 15 yrs,

wearing white colour T- Shirt and black colour trouser missing since evening
from house on dated 26.08.2019. Meantime, EO- SI Yashpal Singh 1076/CHG
of PS-31 reached on the spot and said spot handed over to EO of PS-31. In this
regard information given to control room. PCR Vehicle staff I/C- ASI Ram
Dhari 2563/CP & Dvr HC Gulzari Lal 1082/CP searched surrounding area.
At About 03.15 AM, during search Sugar-03 staff efficiently with best
efforts found same boy on the way to Hallo Majra towards Poultry Farm
Chowk. PCR Staff informed to control room and said boy handed over to EO SI
Yashpal Singh 1076/CHG of PS-31 for further action. In this regard DDR No.
24 has been lodged and later said boy handed over to his mother safely.
Parents of the children are very happy and appreciated the efforts done by
police.
11.

27.08.2019

MISSING BOY TRACED
At about 03.53 PM on dated 26.08.2019, a message received from control room
regarding a missing child near Co-operative Bank Sec-40 D, Chandigarh. On
receipt this message, PCR Vehicle staff Sugar-17 of PS-39, reached on the
spot and complainant namely Smt. Vanita R/o H. No. 2278 Sec 40-C, Chandigarh
told that her son namely Aryan age 09 yrs wearing White T-Shirt and Khakhi
Colour nikker alongwith red bag missing from # 2066, Sec 40 C, Chandigarh at
about 03.00 PM. PCR Vehicle staff I/C- HC Manwinder Singh 1393/CP & Dvr C.
Ashok 5224/CP searched surrounding area. At About 04.30 PM, PCR staff
worked efficiently with best efforts and searched the same child studying at
Small Park Sector-40C, Chandigarh. Meantime, SI Ranjit Singh 1393/CHG, EO
of PS-39 also reached on the spot. The said child handed over to his parents
safely in presence of EO. In this regard DDR No. 57 has been lodged in PS-39.
Parents of the children are very happy and appreciated the efforts done by
police.

12.

23.11.2019

Three day workshop to PCR Staff “How to lift critically injured person at
accident spot”
A special training workshop on the topic “How to lift critically injured person
at accident spot” for police officials of PCR Unit of Chandigarh Police have
been organized under the close supervision of Sh. Gurmukh Singh, DSP/PCR and
Insp. Parvesh Sharma, Admin/PCR with the collaboration a team of Doctors of
General Hospital, Sector-16, Chandigarh for 03 days i.e. 21.11.2019 to
23.11.2019 at RTC Hall Sector-26, Chandigarh. During this workshop the
lecture has been delivered by Doctor Satbir Singh, Incharge, Casualty team,
Dr. Amit Orthopedic Department, Dr. Subhra and Dr. Poonam of Gynae
Department, Nursing Sister Jaswinder Kaur and other member of his team of
General Hospital Sector-16, Chandigarh. This training have been attended by
aprox. 250 police officials of PCR unit along with 30 members of EMT of
Ambulance staff of No. dial 112. The special emphasis have been given on the
following:1. Fracture splint age
2. Transportation of Trauma patient to hospital

3. Pressure bandage to stop bleeding
4. How to handle Cervical with spinal injury patient
5. Emergency cardiopulmonary resuscitation
6. Basic life support, how to handle unconscious, alcoholic, mental illness &
seizure disorder.
7. Normal delivery and how to safe new born baby resuscitation.

13.

1.04.2020
to
05.05.2020

14.

11.04.2020

15.

10.08.2020

The reason/purpose of this training program was to save human life, to
enhance the professional skills and lift/handle the critically/multifarious
injured persons while lifting to hospital by PCR vehicle Staff. So PCR vehicle
staff could provide the best services to the citizen of city beautiful of
Chandigarh and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Chandigarh Police
Department.
Chandigarh police is committed to extend full cooperation and provide all sort
of assistance especially to Senior Citizens and Women during lockdown
restrictions in the City. It is worthwhile to mention that Hon'ble Governor PB
and Administrator UT had expressed desire to W/DGP UT to proactively help
senior citizens. On the directions of W/DGP, Sh. Sanjay Baniwal, IPS, under
guidance of SSP/UT, Nilambari Jagadale, IPS, SP/City, Sh. Vineet Kumar got
Senior Citizens contacted through Chandigarh Police Control Room to know
about their well being and requirements. Chandigarh Police Control Room
contacted Senior Citizens and pregnant women through phone calls and
enquired them if they need any kind of help or medical assistance during
lockdown. Many Senior Citizens seeked for police help. Concerned SHO’s were
apprised to resolve their problems. The most problems of Senior Citizens were
regarding requirement of sanitizers, vegetables, mobile recharge and
withdrawing of money at ATMs and some also demanded pick & drop service.
SHO’s of concerned area personally visited them and resolved their problems.
As per the motto of Chandigarh Police, “We care for you”, We are providing
emergency services through Emergency Helpline Number-112. During COVID19, We are also concern for your mental health beyond the sole aim of
Chandigarh Police. Dr. Roshan Lal, Professor, Department of Psychology, P.U.
Chandigarh is available at Chandigarh Police, ERSS-Control Room from 10 AM
to 2 PM on all the working days to seek Tele-mental health support through
Dial-112. The citizen of Chandigarh facing any psychological, behavioral and
adjust mental problems etc. may contact Dr. Roshan Lal, Psychologist either
through emergency number-112 from 10 am to 2 pm and thereafter on his
mobile number- 94178-82789 or email-ID roshan@pu.ac.in for seeking
psychological support.
Snatching case solved
The PCR Unit of Chandigarh Police has succeeded to nab a snatcher namely
Monu S/o Late Sh. Vikram Singh, age-34 yrs. R/o Jhuggi no. 16, Shahpur
Colony, Sector-38-West, Chandigarh. On dt. 10.08.2020 at about 10.30 PM,
PCR vehicle Sugar-27, I/C ASI Satinder No. 3226/CP and Dvr. Ct. Sandeep No.
3827/CP were on patrolling duty in the area. When they reached near Shahpur

Light Point, at about 100 meters away from them, near public convenience,
DMC, they saw a lady was being dragged by a young boy. Then PCR officials
reacted at once and reached on the spot where snatcher tried to run away.
Then PCR officials chased him and nabbed this snatcher from the bushes
nearby, where he tried to hide himself and PCR officials hand over this
snatcher to PS Maloya Police Officials. On the statement of victim namely
Smt. Shakuntala Devi, a Case FIR No. 119 dt. 10.08.2020 U/S 379-B, 511 IPC,
PS-Maloya, Chandigarh has been registered.

